Currently an island of stability in a troubled region, Djibouti remains among the few places that could host a US military base. Yet, in an era of increasing global competition, many argue the United States should find other options. But given Djibouti’s location, relative stability, and the capabilities already emplaced, even as the United States can and should look at all the options, Djibouti will remain strategically important in the years to come.

As the United States looks to maintain global power projection in the face of its strategic competitors, future basing considerations should be predicated on strategic access. The US military base at the port of Djibouti provides critical logistics access to the Bab el-Mandeb Strait, the Gulf of Aden, and other key locations in the region. Despite the potential threats posed by China’s new People’s Liberation Army Navy base and threats presented by potential economic instability as other ports in the region reestablish and expand, the United States must embrace a relationship with Djibouti built on the view of a long-term partnership. Even as the United States should consider potential options to diversify its basing strategy, Djibouti will remain a key component in any basing operation within the Horn of Africa given the political, infrastructure, and access constraints elsewhere.

Background

Driving alongside the rocky landscape of Djibouti’s sparsely populated countryside, it is easy to understand why first-time visitors often liken it to the moon’s surface. In many areas, the rocks stretch for endless miles with barely a green shadow to signify that life has somehow survived in the unforgiving landscape and harsh climate. But further along the coastline, the palm trees and Caribbean blue-green water of the Gulf
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of Tadjoura emerge, advertising the country’s most precious resource—its geostrategic location.

The United States is deeply invested in Djibouti, but arguments for continued support to this small nation in the Horn of Africa are little understood outside those immediately affected. To some, the calculus appears easy—simply move somewhere else with cheaper rents and fewer foreign military bases—as of early 2021 there were seven.¹ Yet while there are drawbacks to the location, including potentially destabilizing economic shifts and the 2017 opening of China’s first overseas military base, Djibouti’s geographic placement and relative stability underscore why the country remains the most strategic and stable option for US military assets in the region.

First, Djibouti is located at the narrowest choke point of the strategic Bab el-Mandeb Strait where access is a key US national interest. Second, despite a rentier government based on port fees and base leases, the country remains politically stable, a necessary trait for long-term agreements. And although these aspects can be threatened, such as through global competitors encroaching on the space or economic changes creating the potential for political instability, Djibouti remains the most viable option in the region to maintain US capabilities.

**Strategic Location: Bab el-Mandeb Strait**

Djibouti, the size of New Jersey, is a small country in the Horn of Africa located on the southwest shores of the Gulf of Aden, adjacent to the narrow Bab el-Mandeb Strait—a mere 18 miles wide at its narrowest point and the gateway to the Red Sea and the Suez Canal. Its strategic importance to the United States stems from a lack of other viable options in the vicinity to support US operations and freedom of maneuver, making the country a key node in counterterrorism efforts and protecting US interests in the region.

Positioned between the Arabian Peninsula and the Horn of Africa, the strait is the major feature that sets Djibouti apart from other African countries. Bab el-Mandeb connects the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden and links the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean, making it the main maritime passage and trading route between the East and West halves of the globe (fig. 1). This meeting point between Africa and Asia has been used since 3,500 BCE by multiple civilizations, including the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Ptolemaists, and Byzantines, to move treasure and develop extensive trade routes up and down the coasts of the surrounding continents.
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Today, ships transiting between the Suez Canal and the Indian Ocean must pass through the strait, making this waterway a key choke point. Approximately 30 percent of the world’s trade moves through this critical waterway.\textsuperscript{2} If Bab el-Mandeb were to close, the next closest route is around the southern end of Africa—an increase from 11 to almost 26 days, depending on the departure and arrival ports, with attendant increased transit costs.\textsuperscript{3}

In terms of the global economy, an estimated 6.2 million barrels of crude oil passed through Bab el-Mandeb in 2018, making it a key location supporting the world economy.\textsuperscript{4} Djibouti has minimal natural resources, limited arable soil or vegetation, and temperatures that reach 125 degrees Fahrenheit, leaving its geostrategic location among its most valued resources.\textsuperscript{5} And while Djibouti, Eritrea, Sudan, Somalia, and Yemen all serve as access points to the strait, Djibouti emerges as the only viable option and long-term solution.

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Protection of Interests

Camp Lemonnier—originally a French Foreign Legion camp that was handed over to the Djiboutian military after independence—was built on the south side of the Djibouti-Ambouli International Airport runway. Leased by the United States in 2001, it is one of the largest bases in the Horn of Africa and is the only enduring US base in sub-Saharan Africa. Maintaining freedom of navigation and power projection are two of several missions aimed at protecting US interests. Camp Lemonnier is a hub for counterterrorism, contingency, and antipiracy operations, and is a resupply location for US troops in Africa.  

The base also serves as a platform to promote a standard of cooperation with fellow Western countries. By holding joint exercises, such as Exercise WAKRI 22, French and US soldiers benefit by conducting realistic training in areas such as communication, amphibious assault skills, and command and control across the Djiboutian countryside. Building skills, cooperation, and camaraderie also help solidify ties against outsiders such as China or Russia.

Additionally, the United States protects its interests through the base by using it to support Washington’s public diplomacy, including a Voice of America station and bilateral aid. The Voice of America station at Camp Lemonnier broadcasts 24 hours daily to West Asian and African audiences in English, French, and Arabic. The United States provided over $14 million in aid to Djibouti in FY2021, and the $16 million requested in FY2023 included $9 million in developmental aid and $6 million in military aid in addition to funding allocated specifically for security assistance. These efforts together bolster the image of the United States in the country.

The factors that made Djibouti an attractive partner over 20 years ago—location with proximity to the Horn of Africa and the Arabian Peninsula, a stable government willing to host US troops and operations, and access to an acceptable port along a major shipping route—remain today. Therefore, unsurprisingly, in 2014, the Obama administration renewed its contract with Djibouti and signed a new 20-year lease on the base with the option to extend the deal another 10 years.

Since then, the Pentagon has invested almost $1 billion to upgrade the camp and its surrounding facilities, solidifying the Department of Defense’s vision of a major regional base supporting operations throughout Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, and the
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This lease renewal reinforced ties between the two countries and confirmed their strategic partnership. Currently, the United States pays Djibouti about $63 million annually for the installation’s rent, which is more than double the current leasing fees of other bases, due to expanded US military operations. While it is too early for the United States to commit to lease past 2034, it appears it has no intention of leaving just yet.

Washington has signaled its intent to stay in Djibouti through money alone—ongoing construction projects demonstrate a mutual desire for a continued US presence in the country. Even if this were not the case, the amount of investment already in place would be difficult to replicate elsewhere in the near term: rebuilding the capabilities of Camp Lemonnier would require hundreds of millions of dollars and years of negotiations, construction, and operations—building bases and capabilities takes time, not to mention forgoing sunk costs. And perhaps most challenging, such a determination would require finding a similarly strategically relevant location.

**Stability among the Unstable**

Djibouti is located in a difficult neighborhood. Its neighbors in the Horn—Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Somalia—have undergone disabling political unrest throughout the last 20 years. Indeed, the United States has imposed continuous sanctions on Somalia, Eritrea, and Yemen, and all five countries, except for Djibouti, are mired in ongoing, continual conflict. Eritrea is under financial sanctions and likened to an “African North Korea.” And Somaliland, while stable, is still not recognized by the United Nations (UN) or the African Union as a separate country from Somalia, leaving it painted as a war-torn, terrorist-ridden fragile state. Across the strait, Yemen has been in the middle of a civil war since 2015.

Despite a slight decrease in recent years in its political stability indicator, Djibouti remains an anchor of stability in a volatile region. Internally, interethnic conflict is limited, the capital is safe compared to other African cities, and no capable separatist movements threaten the country. Djibouti maintains its stability through three main facets: political institutions, the Port of Djibouti, and rents from foreign military bases.

**Political Institutions**

Djibouti’s political stability is rooted in a complex system of patronage, its neopatrimonial form of government, and its rentier state status. Djibouti’s deliberate patronage system spreads resources across clans and ethnic groups: everyone receives just

enough to keep them from rising in opposition.\textsuperscript{15} Government offices are determined not necessarily by merit but by lineage, ethnicity, and power balances.\textsuperscript{16}

The Government of Djibouti controls all aspects of Djiboutian infrastructure and state apparatus to maintain the patronage balance required for the governance system to work. The ruling coalition, Rassemblement Populaire pour le Progrès, led by President Ismail Omar Guelleh, has actively courted and coopted opposition members and other ethnicities to maintain the necessary political balance, thereby ensuring stability.\textsuperscript{17}

The neopatrimonial system has been defined as “a form of governance in which all power flows directly from the leader, while the distinction between the public and private sectors becomes vague.”\textsuperscript{18} This system exists next to and feeds on modern bureaucracies and needs income to be productive. That income is generated through rentierism—when a government receives a percentage of its monies from external rents.\textsuperscript{19}

As the number of rents increases, the neopatrimonial system strengthens. An example of this would be Djibouti buying electricity from Ethiopia at a certain price but reselling it to the local community at an increased price to ensure the government maintains the appropriate amount of rent. Accordingly, Djibouti’s base-leasing options are a part of the support network for the rents needed to solidify its neopatrimonial system.

Over time, Djibouti’s political leaders, who benefit financially from this system, have brought many different ethnic groups and even opposing political parties into the rent system. These groups have limited interest in reversing the current balance of power, provided they all continue getting their share.\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, previous attempts at betraying the ruling party have resulted in harsh consequences.\textsuperscript{21} The ruling elite, then, is key to maintaining the current political system that is largely based on the rentier system grown first from port revenues and second from military basing rents.

There are of course, legitimate criticisms of US rents supporting an authoritarian regime ruling under a democratic guise. Djibouti has development challenges, including high rates of severe malnutrition and poor health infrastructure. But its rank of 166th on the 2022 United Nations Human Development Index report places Djibouti
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ahead of all its neighbors. And although Djibouti’s Global Freedom Score is only 24, in this measurement, it outperforms its neighbors, except Somaliland.

**Port of Djibouti**

Capitalizing on an idea to provide land-locked Ethiopia with a maritime outlet, in 1897, Djibouti (France) started work on the Ethio-Djibouti Railway and the port, which grew quickly following the completion of the rail line in 1917. Soon after the construction of a container terminal in 1985, the Port of Djibouti was operating at full capacity.

When Eritrean independence cut off Ethiopia’s traditional port access more than 20 years ago, Djibouti’s port activities grew rapidly. The country’s international trade is centered on its ports and the Free Trade Zone, accounting for 80–90 percent of the country’s economy. From 1998 to 2007, demand for the transportation of more foreign goods to Ethiopia grew by 18 percent, ultimately increasing the amount of goods in and out of the Port of Djibouti.

As a result, the government of Djibouti decided the port needed to expand operations to fuel economic growth based on port services and transshipment. DP World Djibouti, a subsidiary of Emirati-owned DP World, constructed a new container terminal in Doraleh, eight kilometers southwest of the existing Port of Djibouti. After the terminal was completed in 2009, Djibouti became a regional transshipment hub serving eastern and southern Africa.

As transshipment and trade increased, Djibouti sought to further upgrade new port facilities to become a regional hub before competitor ports (around the Horn of Africa) could open. In 2017, the Chinese-financed Doraleh Multipurpose Port, intended to help triple Djibouti’s per capita income by 2035, opened for business. Djibouti’s ambitions continued to grow, and in 2020, the country implemented the Port-Park-City model.

This model encourages: (1) the full integration of the country’s ports that transport goods; (2) the industrial parks (refers to the international free trade zone that brings value to these goods); (3) and the services that facilitate the financial transactions of
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those goods. Today the port serves as the shipping lane’s “service station” as the Red Sea is one of the busiest shipping lanes in the world, encompassing Europe, Africa, and Asia.

In addition to the Doraleh Container Terminal, the Horizon fuel terminal, and the Doraleh Multipurpose Port, which is now fully connected to the Addis Ababa-Djibouti railway, Djibouti has developed the ports of Ghoubet and Tadjourah, while also developing the Djibouti Damerjog Industrial Park. As a result of these investments, the Port of Djibouti was ranked the top port in sub-Saharan Africa in the World Bank’s Container Port Performance Index in 2021.

The country’s leadership knows it has limited time to perform upgrades and create additional port concessions to remain the Horn’s most attractive port with the highest capacity as potential ports in Eritrea and Somaliland are increasingly viewed as viable options. Because of its location, the popularity of this waterway is unlikely to diminish. Djibouti’s government uses its location advantage by accommodating as many vessels as possible. Upgrading the port and enlarging its capabilities will allow Djibouti to accommodate a more diverse array of vessels, increasing revenue, and thus maintaining the current rentier system and the country’s stability.

**Military Base Rents**

Revenue from foreign military bases, estimated to be $119–128 million, is an important form of income for Djibouti. When the economy faced bankruptcy in 1999, Djibouti’s political leader capitalized on the country’s strategic location, offering land for rent to foreign militaries. Following the terror attacks on September 11, 2001, the United States needed a location near the Middle East to combat terrorism and assist operations in Afghanistan and the Middle East, and it was willing to pay. After this, other countries also saw Djibouti’s value and formally established bases (or a military presence).

Each country has a slightly different mission depending on its requirements. Germany, Spain, and Japan patrol against piracy. France, which hosts German and Spanish units on its base, provides air protection. Italy uses its Djibouti base to support the development of Djiboutian and Somali police for regional security efforts.
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United States uses Camp Lemonnier to focus on counterterrorism and occasional counterpiracy activities.

Only a year after the United States signed their long-term lease agreement in 2014, China requested land to build a new military base as part of their systematic, pan-African approach to security on the continent. Djibouti subsequently agreed, and on August 1, 2017, China inaugurated its first base in Africa, located about 8 miles from the US base.\textsuperscript{36} The base supports peacekeepers, maritime security, and humanitarian missions and maintains several piers for visiting military vessels. The largest pier is 1,120-feet long, big enough to accommodate a Chinese aircraft carrier, assault carriers, and nuclear submarines.\textsuperscript{37}

While Djibouti’s total revenue from military base leasing activities, airport, and port contracts is unclear, the loss of this revenue would undoubtedly debilitate the economy and the country itself.

**Threats to US Interests**

The United States has enjoyed a relatively stable, strategic advantage in the region due to its close ties with Guelleh’s government, which has allowed basing access and fairly unfettered military operations. Still, two potential threats to these US strategic interests in Djibouti have emerged—increased Chinese activity in Djibouti and the government’s possible destabilization through regional economic shifts.

**China**

The recent increased Chinese military and economic presence in the country could potentially provide competitive advantages over the United States. In the years since China opened its base, the continued proximity of their troops combined with China’s economic ties to Djibouti has caused consternation for US policy makers.\textsuperscript{38} Djibouti is the only location where US and Chinese militaries are based within just a few miles of each other. Djibouti must now cater to these competitive actors and is consequently less dependent on US influence alone. As a result, the US freedom of maneuver within the country could potentially shrink as more militaries compete for training areas, runway, air space, and other infrastructure.

While the Chinese military base is seen as a potential threat to US interests, the greater risk is China’s potential economic stranglehold on Djibouti’s economy and, therefore, its political system. Even though China pays rent for its base, Djibouti’s in-
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creasing reliance on China for financing infrastructure projects, including the Doraleh Multipurpose Port, has left the small country heavily indebted to its Asian partner. From 2015 to 2017, Djibouti’s public debt rose to about 20 percent of the gross national product (GDP), with China owning the majority share.39 Today, Djibouti’s national debt is 70 percent of its GDP and will likely continue to grow as the country pursues its infrastructure development projects.40

China is the primary donor for such investments as the United States, and other Western donors are often unwilling to finance these ventures outside of specific programs such as the Millennium Challenge Corporation, for which autocratic Djibouti would not qualify.41 But there is a real concern by the International Development Association and the International Monetary Fund that Djibouti will have a high risk of debt distress soon if it continues on its current path.42

US policymakers fear Djibouti’s increasing debt to China may also cause it to become ensnared in China’s “debt-trap” diplomacy.43 In that case, Djibouti’s infrastructure, particularly its ports, could be handed over to the Chinese if the country cannot repay its loans.44 Parallels have been drawn between the Chinese-funded modernization of ports in Djibouti and Sri Lanka. In the case of Sri Lanka, that country was forced to forfeit its port in Hambantota to the Chinese when it could not repay the loan.45

The potential loss of a port to China raises a red flag for US interests, particularly the potential loss of port and ship-berthing access. Keeping troops in Djibouti forces US supply lines to be centered around and dependent on continued access to Djibouti’s ports. Although highly unlikely, if China becomes the powerbroker in this area, it would be able to cut off US supply lines. In a worst-case scenario, China could hold Djibouti’s political and economic decisions captive. These decisions would then favor Chinese interests over those of the United States on myriad issues, including those affecting US military operations, logistics, and exercises occurring in the country.

Still, despite the military and economic friction that China’s presence in Djibouti creates for the United States, it is not time to concede defeat just yet. First, withdrawing from Djibouti simply due to the presence of a Chinese military base could set a dangerous precedent, sending a message that the United States will not remain where
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China gains a foothold. Second, a military showdown is unlikely, given that several foreign militaries, including France, Italy, and Japan, share access to the country and would likely assist in advocating for a shared set of institutionalized rules of decorum for operating inside Djibouti.

Also, although the debt issue will not go away anytime soon, most countries in Africa are becoming increasingly indebted to China, so it is unlikely the United States will find a desirable location where this would not be an issue. The reality is that China is willing to finance desperately needed infrastructure projects across Africa, and most Western countries are reluctant to invest in these projects outside of specific programming. And while the United States may not choose to fund infrastructure projects, it donates considerable amounts of aid to Djibouti and is the largest bilateral donor for food assistance to vulnerable populations.

The United States also provides personnel, through Camp Lemonnier, to support popular programs like the English Discussion Groups held around the country to assist with language acquisition, and medical exchanges, such as those with the Djiboutian Gendarmerie, to assist with casualty care. Through other aid programs, the United States works with Djibouti to support workforce development, assisting with skill development and linkages between employers and vocational training institutions, as well as on strengthening education programs that focus on literacy at the primary grade level.

All these programs bolster pro-US sentiment in the face of influence resulting from Chinese financial investment in the country. While the United States should be concerned about Chinese actions and intentions in Djibouti, it still has the largest military base and, supported by like-minded partners, it has considerable leverage through the rents it pays Djibouti to retain significant global power in the region.

**Economic Shifts and Political Unrest**

Along with concern over China’s presence in Djibouti, internal pressures and political instability, likely from economic shifts, are large potential challenges for continued US presence and long-term interests in the country. Djibouti has experienced recent economic downturns due to regional wars and the pandemic, although the country is soon likely to recover and the authoritarian government remains in power. But a significant economic crisis could unseat this control.


The prospects of stiff competition in its largest revenue-generating area—its port industries—mean Djibouti could face a deep economic decline with limited recourse to shift its fortunes. To date, Djibouti is the sole capable supplier of port activity in the region, and these ports remain the top employer in the country. Consequently, the government benefits substantially from the resulting rents and revenue. This reality could change as neighboring nations consider their own port development.

Constricted by its reliance on Djibouti, Ethiopia has been looking to lessen its dependence on the country, which handles about 90 percent of inbound and outbound trade from Ethiopia and collects about $1–1.5 billion in port fees annually.49 Until 1998, Ethiopia predominantly used the Assab port in Eritrea, but after the two countries fell out, Ethiopia’s only option was Djibouti. As Ethiopia’s economy expands, so has the concern about ever-increasing import fees and the number of foreign forces influencing Djibouti. Soon, land-locked Ethiopia may have more port options.

In 2018, DP World entered a joint venture with Ethiopia and the unrecognized Republic of Somaliland to expand the Port of Berbera with a new container terminal. The new terminal was officially inaugurated on June 24, 2021.50 While the port is only one of the logistical hurdles in Ethiopia’s use of Berbera’s port, others, such as overland transportation infrastructure, will likely be addressed in the future. This would end Djibouti’s monopoly on the shipment of Ethiopia’s goods. The magnitude of this shift will certainly have repercussions for Djibouti’s economy.

Other potential future competitors are existing Eritrean ports to the north. Ethiopia and Eritrea have had a long history of conflict that ultimately led to cold relations between the two countries. The Eritrea/Ethiopia border war that began in 1998 eliminated water access for Ethiopia, access that was crucial for their Navy and commercial ships.51 But in 2019, a peace deal brokered by Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed led to a renewal of collaborations, including reestablishing telecommunications and air transport links, opening land borders, and lifting UN sanctions on Eritrea.52 But, as in the Somaliland example, a substantial infrastructure investment would be required to refurbish these old ports and transport linkages.53

The idea of opening a Somaliland or Eritrean port is appealing to neighboring countries for several reasons. Somaliland has a developing government and an emerging, stable economy. Although it is an autonomous region that is not globally recognized,
the region currently has limited problems and is English-speaking. Additionally, Somaliland's Berbera port has the potential to secure 30 percent of Ethiopia's cargo volume. With its recently ended conflict, Eritrea is focused on looking for opportunities in economic development and regional stability. As indicated above, one of Eritrea's priorities is to recover its relationship with Ethiopia and reestablish trade, transportation, and communications links.

If Djibouti's port customers were to find services elsewhere, in the near or midterm, such as the Berbera Port in Somaliland or the Assab and Massawa Ports in Eritrea, Djibouti's stable income flows could be challenged, placing its political stability at risk. These ports could mean competition for Djibouti in the near term, resulting in an economic decline as seen in 2020 when the port output growth slowed to one percent due to the pandemic. While Djibouti is quickly regaining those losses, another decline could decrease the current rents or threaten the country's political stability if required rents are no longer funded adequately to ensure the support of minority political elites.

Such a situation could put the United States in the position of operating in a country in the midst of economic decline and looking to potentially recoup its losses by increasing basing rents. Moreover, if Djibouti cannot replace this lost income, the United States could be open to the whims of a changing political climate and a partner government unable to maintain stability through its current patronage network. These new ports could also encourage other competitor nations to open military bases in the region.

In the end, Djibouti's port monopoly is unlikely to last forever. This is one reason it acted so deliberately in updating its port infrastructure to remain competitive. It has also continued to work on its investment climate to increase its attractiveness to global investors, seeking economic diversification to insulate itself from a largely port-based economy.

Other ports may slow Djibouti's economic growth and potentially threaten its hard-won stability, but this result is not guaranteed. And while access to the strait, and ports themselves, is a key requirement for basing considerations, it is not the only requirement. The political willingness of a partner to allow US operations is key and one which Djibouti has already displayed over the decades of US presence on its soil. Indeed, US and Djiboutian interests overlap in Somalia, where Djibouti deploys a
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contingent of peacekeepers in the African Union Mission to Somalia. And even if Somaliland develops a better port infrastructure, a base there would require the United States to rethink its current Somalia policy.

The United States recognizes Somaliland as a territory of Somalia and therefore would be required to negotiate and deal with the Federal Government of Somalia for any basing agreements. This also means any base of considerable size in Somaliland would require a renegotiation of a troop cap for Somalia, which currently stands at under 500.\textsuperscript{61} Even if political winds shifted, only a fraction of Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa personnel could base in Somaliland given those troop numbers. Eritrea as a new basing location is also problematic, at least unless a new and more pro-Western government takes over after the current regime, which currently leans heavily toward China and Russia.\textsuperscript{62} Despite a potential economic downturn related to Djibouti’s ports, and even with potential political instability, Djibouti remains the safest long-term bet in the region.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The almost perfect location of Djibouti on the Bab el-Mandeb Strait, alongside the country’s current political stability in a historically volatile region, is a strong combination that continues to support and promote US interests in the region. Starting as an expeditionary camp for the United States, Camp Lemonnier has become a more semipermanent structure allowing almost unfettered US military access to key parts of Africa and the Middle East. While the United States could use other locations within the strait for its activities, Djibouti is the obvious choice for the near and medium term, at the very least.

While Djibouti’s political stability is predicated on a rentier, neopatrimonial government, it has used deliberate strategy to ensure external rents are collected, largely through ports and military base leasing. It is the most stable of its neighbors and has infrastructure in place, such as the ports, that support US basing.

The introduction of a Chinese base in Djibouti may not be ideal. Still, the welcoming attitude of Djibouti to the establishment of other military bases and operations allows the United States to work with several of its partner nations side-by-side every day and build closer relationships with key allies like France and Japan. The costs of leaving Djibouti are, at least in the current environment, higher than the risks. Loss of expended and committed revenue, detrimental messaging of US weakness to adversaries and allies


alike, and loss of access to key sea lines of communication in a volatile region all argue against an ill-thought-out severing of long-standing connections with Djibouti.

The threat of political instability is always possible, particularly if economic shifts created by competitor ports are severe. But there are still infrastructure issues that must be overcome to make the ports in Berbera, Assab, or Massawa truly competitive. Additionally, Djibouti has other ways to obtain rents, such as military bases and continued attempts at economic diversification. The ongoing investment in the country indicates the United States anticipates a continued stable Djibouti, based on the rentier system, in an otherwise historically unstable region.

Despite the risks, the optimal choice for the United States is to stay in Djibouti. That does not mean the United States should not look for alternate locations or ways to diversify within the Horn because keeping options open preserves needed flexibility. Yet, the United States must embrace its relationship with this small country and look at the US presence as a long-term project and partnership. Even if other options present themselves, Djibouti will remain a large piece of any US basing puzzle in the Horn of Africa. Æ
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